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Meta-image Navigation Augmenters for GPS Denied
Mountain Navigation of Small UAS
Teng Wang, Koray Çelik, and Arun K. Somani
Iowa State University Electrical and Computer Engineering, Ames, Iowa, USA
ABSTRACT
We present a novel approach to use mountain drainage patterns for GPS-Denied navigation of small unmanned
aerial systems (UAS) such as the ScanEagle, utilizing a down-looking fixed focus monocular imager. Our pro-
posal allows extension of missions to GPS-denied mountain areas, with no assumption of human-made geographic
objects. We leverage the analogy between mountain drainage patterns, human arteriograms, and human finger-
prints, to match local drainage patterns to Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) rendered parallax occlusion maps of
geo-registered radar returns (GRRR). Details of our actual GPU algorithm is beyond the subject of this paper,
and is planned as a future paper. The matching occurs in real-time, while GRRR data is loaded on-board the
aircraft pre-mission, so as not to require a scanning aperture radar during the mission. For recognition pur-
poses, we represent a given mountain area with a set of spatially distributed mountain minutiae, i.e., details
found in the drainage patterns, so that conventional minutiae-based fingerprint matching approaches can be
used to match real-time camera image against template images in the training set. We use medical arteriography
processing techniques to extract the patterns. The minutiae-based representation of mountains is achieved by
first exposing mountain ridges and valleys with a series of filters and then extracting mountain minutiae from
these ridges/valleys. Our results are experimentally validated on actual terrain data and show the effectiveness
of minutiae-based mountain representation method. Furthermore, we study how to select landmarks for UAS
navigation based on the proposed mountain representation and give a set of examples to show its feasibility.
This research was in part funded by Rockwell Collins Inc.
Keywords: Image Navigation, GPS-Denied, Drainage Patterns, GIS, Minutiae
1. INTRODUCTION
GPS is a critical global coverage sensor for small Unmanned Air Systems (UAS). However, GPS being essentially
a radio it is subject to denial due to signal blockage or interference, as well as receiver malfunction. Without GPS,
position, velocity and attitude (PVA) solution obtained from even highest quality inertial and air data sensors
are subject to drift. Since all UAS include a monocular imager as part of their standard equipage, absolute
navigation with real-time aerial images versus a geo-referenced map is an attractive idea. Nonetheless it presents
a big-data problem worthy of a large scale data center. We present an alternative by using a compact source of
geo-referenced data and representing it in a sparse but salient manner, which while offering large coverage area,
is accurate, and open-source.
Celik et. al in [1] present a system to use open source XML coded vector maps such as OpenStreetMap
(OSM) to match shapes in filtered monocular camera returns to OSM shape contexts in real-time, and therefore
use it as a means for GPS-denied navigation. While this technique works very well, it uses a transportation
layer geo-referenced map technology. In other words OSM data is largerly available for populated areas, and
significantly lacking in non-populated areas. This makes it unfit for terrain where human-made objects may not
be available. We explore GRRR data (source: USGS-SRTM) which is continuous, and collected by professionals.
This is in contrast with OSM which is incomplete, inconsistent, partly inaccurate, and unstructured. We expand
Celik’s vector map-aided navigation proposal out of structured urban areas into terrain. We accomplish this by
the use of minutia to represent the new terrain as an alternative solution to carry vector map-aided navigation
out of the urban domain. The principles of nature have led us to this decision are as follows.
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Figure 1: Some Common Minutiae Examples for Drainage Patterns
Terrain features which are both (i) acts of nature, and (ii) detectable with a machine vision system, are
the ones shaped by bathymetry. Water leaves land signatures that may be statistically analyzed, but not
always precisely predicted. This nature prevents the use of generalization based techniques. A heuristic needs
to be involved in matching, but exhaustive approaches (e.g., correlation) are impractical. Further, positive
artifacts of filtering video signals usually resemble water-shaped terrain formations. Spectral filters (as opposed
to convolution) do not have this type of characteristic and for the same reason would not work well with nature
as they do with human-made scenes. Because we treat our technique strictly as an observer with no human
interaction, and the temporal manner airborne photometry reflects a scene in multiple ways, we lack many
channels of control. We needed to develop a method that would not have to be experience based, nor have to
give a guaranteed-optimal solution, approaches which work with geometric shapes and parametric curves had
to be eliminated. While some parametric curves are found in nature it is in micro level and not macro level.
Minutiae size objects tend not to exhibit them. These factors eliminated non-minutiae approaches from being a
practical solution to our problem.
Once we have decided on a minutiae based approach, we designed ways to leverage the similarity between
mountain drainage patterns and human fingerprints. We exposed mountain drainage patterns to a series of filters
and employ minutiae extraction methods similar to forensic fingerprint processing, i.e. Crossing Number (CN),
to extract mountain minutiae, match them via artificial intelligence.
2. MINUTIAE
Minutiae are the minor or incidental details of the terrain that are ambiguous on their own, however have spatial
characteristics that can be used to uniquely identify a particular geo-location. These details are typically found
in drainage patterns formed by water. Note that we are not assuming presence of water; only that is has once
been to that location. Some ridges we have worked with date as far back as the ice age. On the other hand,
a small creek or river which still has water flow is still perfectly applicable. Typical minutiae examples, also
shown in Fig. 1, include Ridge Endings (drainage pattern abruptly ends in rock), Bifurcations (continuous ridge
divides into two continuous ridges), Independent Ridges (ridge commence in rock, travels a short distance, and
then ends), Island (a very short ridge that is surrounded by two other ridges), Enclosures (single ridge that
bifurcates and reunites shortly afterward to continue as a single ridge again), Spurs (bifurcations with a short
ridge branching off a longer ridge), Crossover Bridges (short ridge runs between two parallel ridges), Deltas
(Y-shaped and U-shaped ridge meetings, including U-turns) and Whorls (irregularities).
Pliability of the underlying rock to water, deposition pressure of water, slippage, roughness of the substrate
are just some of the various factors that determine how water forms drainage patterns, and drainage patterns
govern how minutia will be formed such that no two terrain are exactly alike. Our approach is designed to
bring out these signature features, while filtering out minor changes in impressions of the same area recorded at
different times due to ambient lightning, orientation, or seasonality.
Although minutiae are readily present in most terrain, they are not in an immediately useful form due to the
ambient lighting, color, shadows, and many other noise factors. As minutiae appear as minor details in drainage
patterns, we first employ a series of filters: Wavelet Transform, Diffusion Process, and Gabor Filter respectively,
to expose drainage patterns.
2.1 Wavelet Transform
A wavelet is a series representation of a square-integrable function by a certain orthonormal series. A wavelet
transform is a time-frequency-transformation (FWT) which decomposes images into different frequency layers
[2]. One important advantage of wavelet transform is that by modifying one or multiple frequency layers and
applying reverse transform, images can be low-pass, band-pass or high-pass filtered in efficiency. In frequency
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domain, minutia appear as in high frequency wavelets, therefore we use wavelet transform as our first filtering
step to remove low frequency wavelets. The wavelet-based procedure for extracting image details, with the
original image placed in the level J of the approximation pyramid, is a three step procedure. (i) We choose a
wavelet (e.g., Haar, Symlet, . . .) and the number of scales P for the decomposition. Then we compute the FWT
of the image. (ii) We set the approximation coefficients at scale J −P to zero. And (iii) we perform the inverse
transform to reconstruct the mountain image, using the original detail coefficients and the all-zero approximation
coefficients at level J − P .
2.2 Diffusion Filtering
Because minutiae appear as endings or bifurcations of drainage patterns (a.k.a. creases), we propose a “crease-
ness” measure to extract drainage patterns which requires a pre-filtering to regularize the source image. We use
a diffusion process based on structure tensor. The advantage of this filtering process is that while crease features
are enhanced, artifacts are not created and junctions are not interrupted [3]. A brief discussion of the diffusion
filter based on structure tensor is given here. The main idea of the diffusion filtering is to construct a coarse
creaseness measure and then control the diffusion strength in the creaseness direction in the presence of ridges















Then a multilocal representation Hρ of the normalized Hessian H is given as,















where Gρ is a Gaussian kernel with standard derivation ρ. Denote the eigenvalues of the multilocal normalized
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where κ̃1 = max(|κ1|, |κ2|) and κ̃2 = min(|κ1|, |κ2|). Note that µr and µv reach their highest values in the
presence of ridges and valleys respectively.
We denote as v1 the first eigen-direction corresponding to the highest eigenvalue in absolute (κ̃1) and v2 the
first eigen-direction corresponding to the lowest, then the creaseness diffusion tensor D is constructed to have
the same eigenvectors v1 and v2 and the associated eigenvalues,
λ1 = ε, ε ∈ (0, 1)
λ2 = αµr + βµv, α, β ∈ [0, 1] ,
(4)
where α and β are parameters controlling the diffusion strength in the presence of ridges and valleys, respectively.
The value ε controls the diffusion in the direction perpendicular to the creaseness direction and ensures the
semidefinite property of the diffusion tensor.
With creaseness diffusion tensor D, we filter the mountain image through the following diffusion equation,
∂I
∂t
= div(D · ∇I). (5)
We employ the discrete method (convolution in discrete domain) in [4] to solve the continuous diffusion equation.
The creaseness measure we employ for crease extraction is known as a Multilocal Level-Set Extrinsic Cur-
vature (MLSEC, [5]). This is inspired from medical imaging as it is employed in arterial imaging. We have
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modified this approach to work with drainage patterns because the model of randomness exhibited by hu-
man circulatory system is in parallel to that of the drainage patterns in nature. Creases constructed by
MLSEC are invariant with respect to spatial translation, spatial rotations, and uniform spatial magnification,
and contain fewer crease discontinuities. Here, we consider the case in 2D (d = 2) with B composed by the
eight nearest neighbors of each pixel (r = 8). That is, for the pixel Pi,j of coordinates [i, j], we have B =
{Pi,j−1, Pi+1,j−1, Pi+1,j , Pi+1,j+1, Pi,j+1, Pi−1,j+1, Pi−1,j , Pi−1,j−1} and N = {nN ,nNE ,nE ,nES ,nS ,nSW ,nW ,
nWN} as shown in Fig. 2.
Figure 2: 8-adjacency neighborhood of Pij and their unit normal
2.3 Gabor Filtering
Gabor Filter ([6]) is a bandpass filter with frequency-selective and orientation-selective properties which we tune
to values where drainage patterns are likely to occur and exhibit collinearity. The orientation field of a drainage
pattern image defines the local orientation of drainage patterns contained in a mountain. The least mean square
estimation method is used to compute the orientation image. The frequency image represents the local frequency
of creases in the drainage pattern image. The three steps for computing the frequency image are as follows. (i)
We divide the crease image into blocks of size W ×W , and compute the mean orientation within the block. (ii)
We project the gray-level values of all pixels within each block along a direction orthogonal to the mean crease
orientation within the block. The projection form a wave with the local minimum points corresponding to the
creases in the crease image. And (iii) we compute crease spacing S(i, j) by counting the median number of pixels
between consecutive local minima points in the projected waveform. Then the crease frequency F (i, j) for a block
centered at pixel (i, j) is defined as: F (i, j) = 1S(i,j) . Once the ridge orientation and frequency information has
been determined, these parameters are used to construct the even-symmetric Gabor Filter, applied to a crease
image by spatially convolution.
Although nine types of minutiae are introduced in section 2, we primarily focus bifurcations and endings,
which have been proved to be most distinguishing [8, 9]. We use the Crossing Number (CN) method [10] to
extract crease endings and bifurcations from the skeleton crease images by examining the local neighborhood of




|Pi − Pi+1|, P9 = P1 (6)
where Pi is the pixel value in the neighborhood of P . For a pixel P , its eight neighboring pixels are scanned in




Table 1: Neighborhood of P in anti-closkwise direction
For this formula, if CN = 1, it corresponds to the crease ending pixel, and if CN = 3, it corresponding to a
bifurcation pixel, as shown in Fig. 3. For each extracted minutiae point, (i) x and y coordinates, (ii) orientation
θ of the associated crease segment, and (iii) type of minutiae are recorded.
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PARAMETER DESCRIPTION RELEVANCE VALUE
P Wavelet Decomposition Level Wavelet transform 7
iterations Total iteration number for diffusion filtering Diffuse process 5
a Standard derivation of Gaussian filter used to smooth original mountain images Diffuse process 1
w1 Size of Gaussian filter used to smooth original mountain images Diffuse process 3
p Standard derivation of Gaussian kernel used to regularize the tensor field Diffuse process 1
w2 Size of Gaussian kernel used to regularize the tensor field Diffuse process 3
e Parameter controlling the diffusion strength in the direction perpendicular to the crease direction Diffuse process 0.001
a Parameter controlling the diffusion strength in the presence of ridges Diffuse process
13 Parameter controlling the diffusion strength in the presence of valleys Diffuse process
0-1 Standard derivation of Gaussian kernel used to smooth the structure tensor field MLSEC -based crease extraction 11
w3 Size of Gaussian kernel used to smooth the structure tensor field MLSEC -based crease extraction 23
W Gabor Block Size Orientation Estimation 16
vs Standard deviation of Gaussian filter used to smooth x and y components of orientation field Orientation Estimation 3
w4, Size of Gaussian filter used to smooth x and y components of orientation field Orientation Estimation 6 * os = 18
a. Standard deviation of the Gaussian envelope along x Gabor filter 0.5 * F(i, j)
av Standard deviation of the Gaussian envelope along y Gabor filter 0.5 * F(i, j)
w. Width of Gabor filter mask Gabor filter 6 * raA
wy Height of Gabor filter mask Gabor filter 6 * ray]
Figure 3: (a) A CN = 1 of one corresponds to a crease ending pixel. (b) A CN = 3 of three corresponds to a bifurcation pixel.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the following experiments, the aircraft is in level flight, with a down-looking fixed focus monocular camera as
equipage. During flight, the orientation of the camera is fixed. The motion model of camera can be described





 xk +4xyk +4y
θk +4θ
+ n =
 xk +4x+ nxyk +4y + ny
θk +4θ + nθ
 (7)
where n is the Gaussian white noise vector; 4x = 4t ∗ vx, 4y = 4t ∗ vy are position offsets towards x and y
determined by velocity v of aircraft; 4θ are angle offset during period 4t.
3.1 MLSEC based Crease Extraction
As map aided UAS navigation methods involve matching real-time images against template images in the training
sets, rendered from open source map data, we apply the MLSEC-based crease extraction method to both real-
time mountain images and rendered mountain images with open source map data, to show its effectiveness. For
a mountain, ridges and valleys are dual in the sense that the valleys of a mountain image are the ridges of the
inverted image. In this paper, we focus on the mountain valleys and set creaseness threshold T = 0.5 for valley
extraction. That means we consider the pixel Pij as valley point as long as MLSEC operator κ̃2[i, j] at the pixel is
smaller than −T , i.e., κ̃2[i, j] < −T = −0.5. Note that, as mentioned before, we need to apply wavelet transform
to remove the low frequency component of the image, and filter the wavelet transform processed image with
diffusion process based on structure tensor, before extracting creases. Parameter values for wavelet transform,
diffusion filtering and valley extraction is given in Table.4.
Figure 4: Parameter values for crease extraction and Gabor Filtering
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3.1.1 Mountain valley extraction from GRRR
In this part, we generate mountain image from GRRR data using a GPU and apply the MLSEC-based crease
extraction scheme to obtain mountain valleys. GPU is not a requirement for functionality (i.e., the algorithm
can be executed on a conventional computer) but a performance measure since they are designed to rapidly
manipulate and alter memory to accelerate the creation of images in a frame buffer intended for output to a
display. THis makes them particularly suitable to process GRRR data. Fig. 5(a) is an example of mountain
image, rendered on the 2D plane with SRTM data from open source map provider, USGS. Fig. 5(b) shows the
corresponding mountain valleys obtained via MLSEC operator. To have a good observation of the extracted
mountain valleys, we overlap mountain valleys with the mountain image itself, as shown in Fig. 5(c).
(a) GPU Parallax Occlusion rendering
of NASA SRTM Data
(b) Drainage Extraction (c) Minutia Likelihood of GRRR
(d) Real-Time Terrain Image (e) Drainage Extraction (f) Minutia Likelihood of Imager Data
Figure 5: Because our GPU can produce photo-realistic terrain imagery, we can use the same filtering techniques utilized in processing of
monocular camera images.
3.1.2 Mountain valley extraction from Real-time images
For this part, we obtain the mountain image from real-time camera equipment, and employ the MLSEC-based
crease extraction scheme to extract mountain valleys. Fig. 5(d) and 5(e) shows the original mountain image and
the extracted mountain valleys respectively. Similarly, we overlap mountain valleys with the mountain image
to facilitate observation of the extracted mountain valleys, as shown in Fig. 5(f). Note that we use the gray-
level mountain image for overlapping. Fig.5 illustrates the proposed crease extraction scheme based on MLSEC
operator can effectively locate drainage patterns in a mountain image.
3.2 Gabor Filtering
In this part, we employ Gabor filter to enhance mountain valleys, obtaind via MLSEC operator. We divide
the valley image in Fig. 5(e) into sub-images by moving the window with fixed size, and employ Gabor filter to
enhance mountain valleys in some of these sub-images. Parameter values for Gabor filter is given in Table.4,
more details on how to choose appropriate parameter values can be found in [7]. We consider two cases, i.e.,
image rotation and image translation, to test the effectiveness of Gabor filtering in enhancing mountain valleys.
In rotation case assume clockwise direction of up to 10◦ exists and is normal. In translation case we assume
the images may be translated off in any direction in up to 50% of the field of view. Examples of rotation and
translation are shown in Fig. 6(a) and 6(b), and Fig. 6(c) and 6(d) respectively.
From the two examples, by comparing the valley images, before and after Gabor filter, we could see that,
after Gabor filtering, drainage patterns become more continuous.
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3.3 CN based Minutiae Extraction
In this part, we apply the Crossing Number Method to four mountain valley images to obtain valley endings
and bifurcations, and the obtained mountain minutiae is shown in Fig. 6. In the four minutiae images, blue and
dark green squares are used to represent valleys endings, and the two colors are introduced to differentiate valley
endings with different orientation (blue for [0◦, 180◦] and dark green for [180◦, 360◦). Similarly yellow and green
squares are used to represent valley bifurcations in different orientation range (yellow for [0◦, 180◦] and green for
[180◦, 360◦)).
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 6: Drainage Patterns after Gabor Filtering, with minutiae (square dots) obtained via CN method
3.4 Minutiae-based Matching Algorithm
In this section, we run minutiae-based matching algorithm in [9] to match mountain images from different areas.
Inputs of the minutiae-based matching algorithm are two minutiae-based mountain images, and the output of
the matching algorithm is the total number of correspondences (i.e., matching minutiae pairs) between the two
input images. Here, we employ the total number of correspondences to describe the similarity between two input
mountain images.
3.4.1 Specific Examples
We first run the minutiae-based matching algorithm with Fig. 6(a) and 6(b), Fig. 6(c) and 6(d) as two input
images respectively. The matching results are shown in Fig. 7(a) and 7(b). From Fig. 7(a), we can see that
Fig. 6(a) match with Fig. 6(b) very well, except for marginal parts due to rotation, and the total number of
correspondences is as high as 65. Similarity, the top part of Fig. 6(c) match with the bottom part of Fig. 6(d)
very well thanks to the translation operation, and the total number of correspondences is more than 50. The
results are what we expect, and can be explained by the fact that, mountain areas corresponding to the central
parts of Fig. 6(a) and 6(b) are the same, and the top part of Fig. 6(c) also come from the same mountain area
with the bottom part of Fig. 6(d), as mentioned in section 3.2,
(a) (b)
Figure 7: Experiment-I and II of minutiae-based matching
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Figure 8: Experiment-III and IV of minutiae-based matching
Then, we run the minutiae-based matching algorithm with Fig. 6(a) and 6(c), Fig. 6(b) and 6(d) as two input
images respectively. The matching results are shown in Fig. 8(a) and 8(b). From the results, we could see that
the total number of correspondences between Fig. 6(a) and 6(c), or Fig. 6(b) and 6(d) are both smaller which
can be explained by the fact that corresponding mountain areas are different, i.e., no overlap with each other.
Results of these four examples satisfy our expectation that the more similar the two mountain images looks
like, the more correspondence we could find with the minutiae-based matching algorithm. In the following parts,
we will use more sample data to test the discovery.
3.4.2 Statistical Analysis
In this section, we run the minutiae-based matching algorithms with a larger sample to further confirm the
discovery mentioned above, and figure out how large a set of minutiae correspondence could characterize a good
match. We take 70 mountain images from different sections of a mission area over Twin Peaks, Utah. We feed
both the aerial imagery from the aircraft and the GPU render of GRRR data of the area to the system, each
followed by identical filters to extract minutiae, and then choose any two from them as the input images of the





+70 sample data for matching result. We plot
the total number of correspondences between any given two sample field-of-views in a large mission area over
Utah, as shown in Fig. 9. In this plot the diagonal represents PVA matches, and higher bars indicate better
certainty of a match. Values over a match score of 40 are considered positive PVA matches. The number 40 is an
adaptive threshold obtained by finding the maxima of the median noise model exhibited by thpical non-matching
areas, and it is affected by the minutiae density in the input image. When a field-of-view matches with an area
that the aircraft is not immediately flying over, the total number of correspondences is very small, in other
words they are below 40 with a high probability (i.e., 98.76%). Therefore, one conclusion we can make is that
to characterize a good match, at least 40 correspondences is required. If we characterize a good match with 40
correspondences, then we will get a false negative rate of 0.0124, and false positive rate of 0. The matching results
confirm that off-diagonal elements (i.e., number of correspondences) are smaller than those diagonal elements
with probability as high as 99.65%.
3.5 Correlation Analysis
In this section, we further study the correlation between the number of matching correspondences (matching
percentage) and overlap ratio for any input image pairs. That means, specifically, how the number of matching
correspondences(matching percentage) changes with the overlap ratio. We firstly take a large mountain image
from a mission area, and employ the MLSEC operator combined with Gabor filter to obtain mountain creases,
as shown in Fig. 10(a) and 10(b) respectively.
We then divided the mountain image into 12 rows and 24 columns (12× 24 blocks), and define a sub-sample
image as a collection of 16 blocks in 4 × 4 matrix format as shown in 10(c), thus the total number of sample
images is 189 in 9 rows and 21 columns. The index of a sample image is defined as (i− 1) ∗ 21 + j, where i, j are
the row and col number of the sample image. For example the row and column number of the yellow block is 1
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Figure 9: Total number of correspondences between any two sample mountain images.
and 21 respectively, and therefore its index is 21. In this case, the overlap ratio of any sample image pairs can
only take from
{ ro ∗ co
16
| ro, co ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} }, (8)
where ro and co are the total number of overlapping rows and columns between the image pairs, respectively.
Note that, same procedures are performed on the GPU render of GRRR data.
(a) Real-Time Terrain Image (b) Drainage Patterns (c) Drainage Patterns
Figure 10: We employ the real-time terrain image to study the overlapping behavior of matching correspondences/percentage
.
We start with studying the number of matching correspondences and matching percentage between any sample
image pairs. We feed both the aerial sample images and the GPU render of GRRR data of the same area to the
minutie-based matching algorithm, and the matching results are shown in Fig.11(a) and 11(b) respectively. From
the matching results, we find that, for any sample image pairs, both the number of matching correspondences
and matching percentage between them will be much larger compared with others, as long as their indexes i1 and
i2 satisfying one of the following requirements: (1) |i1− i2| = 0, (2) |i1− i2| = 1, (3)|i1− i2| = 21. Under scenario
1, the number of matching correspondences between any sample image pairs is larger than 30 with probability
1, and the result is obvious as the two sample images correspond to the same mountain area. Under scenario
2 and 3, the overlap ratio of the input image pairs are equal to 3/4; the number of matching correspondences
between any image pairs is larger than 30 with probability 0.9425. Note that number “30” is the adaptive PVA
matching threshold for the specific terrain area, and the value is obtained by finding the maxima of the median
noise model exhibited by typical non-matching areas as described in section 3.4.2. However, for any image pairs
with overlap ratio smaller than 3/4, the number of matching correspondences between them is smaller than 30
with probability as high as 0.9815.
To obtain more detailed information about how the number of matching correspondences (matching percent-
age) change when the overlap ratio of input image pairs lies between 3/4 and 1, we apply finer division to the
mountain image in Fig. 10(a), with a sample image defined to be a collection of 64 blocks in 8×8 matrix format. In
this case the overlap ratio of any sample image pairs can only take from { ro∗co64 | ro, co ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}}.
We run the minutiae-based matching algorithm with sample image pairs as inputs, and the changes of number of
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matching correspondences and matching percentage with overlap ratio are shown in Fig. 12(a) and 12(b) respec-
tively. In Fig. 12(a) (12(b)), for any given sample image, the number of matching correspondences (matching
percentage) under a given overlap ratio refers to the average number of matching correspondences (matching
percentage) between the sample image and its neighbors with the given overlap ratio.
We further employ polynomial regression to fit the nonlinear relationship between the number of matching
correspondences (matching percentage) and overlap ratio, and as shown in Fig. 13(a) and 13(b), third-order
polynomial curve can capture the nonlinear relationship very well. The result show that, when the overlap ratio
value less than 1/2, the number of matching correspondences (matching percentage) shows poor correlation with
overlap ratio, and the number of matching correspondences is smaller than 30 with probability as high as 0.9992.
However, the number of matching correspondences and overlap ratio are strongly correlated once the overlap ratio
is larger than 1/2. When the overlap ratio increases to 5/8, the number of matching correspondences exceeds
30 with probability 0.2646, and when overlap ratio increases to 3/4, the number of matching correspondences
exceeds 30 with probability as high as 0.9425. That means, for some specific sample terrain areas, the aircraft
system can identify them via the minutiae-based matching method even if the aircraft system is approaching
them and could only capture about 62.5% of their minutiae distribution information. But for some other sample
areas, they could be identified only when the aircraft system get closer to them and get more of their minutiae
distribution information. We employ the term “sensitivity” to describe such a characteristic of sample terrain
areas. The same conclusion can be drawn for the matching percentage values.
(a) Number of Matching Correspondences (b) Matching Percentage
Figure 11: Number of matching correspondences and matching percentage between any sample image pairs
.
(a) Number of Matching Correspondences (b) Matching Percentage
Figure 12: Number of matching correspondences and matching percentage between any sample image pairs
.
3.6 Aircraft Navigation with Landmarks
In our UAS navigation applications, a landmark is defined as a specific terrain area, displaying distinguishing
drainage patterns for matching. For a specific mission of UAS, there usually exists a collection of “random”
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(a) Number of Matching Correspondences (b) Matching Percentage
Figure 13: We employ the third-order polynomials to fit the relationship between the total number of matching correspondences, matching
percentage and overlap ratio
.
flight paths (i.e., following a Markovian model based on aircraft dynamics) in the anticipated route entity. An
example of a collection of “random” anticipated flight paths is shown in Fig. 14. Based on its anticipated routes,
an aircraft could determine which terrain areas are potentially useful for navigation in case of GPS outage during
flight. Therefore, to reduce storage space and search space for a match, we only consider the terrain areas around
flight paths when deciding landmarks.
(a) A collection of “random” flight paths (b) Overlap the flight paths with terrain area
Figure 14: “Random” flight paths generated with the camera motion model described at the beginning of Section 3
.
Landmark Selection: In this section, we assume that the aircraft fly over the terrain area in Fig.10(a), and
each sample terrain area is defined as a possible landmark. As mentioned in section 3.5, sample terrain areas
have different “sensitivity” to the aircraft when the aircraft approaches them. Sample terrain areas with high
sensitivity are preferable and the “sensitivity” is affected by the minutiae density. Therefore, we choose those
sample terrain areas with highest minutiae density as our landmarks.
Navigation Strategy: Suppose the GPS signal is lost when entering the terrain region in Fig. 10. Note that the
GRRR data of the terrain region has already been picked from the GRRR stored on the aircraft pre-mission, and
passed onto the GPU video memory before entering the terrain, as the aircraft system continuously pre-fetches
GRRR data for rendering and matching based on anticipated flight path during flight. Once the GPS signal
is lost, an enabled signal is triggered. The current PVA knowledge of aircraft, along with time of the day, day
of the year, known weather, and atmospheric conditions are passed to the GPU. Then GPU generate a life-like
appearance of the terrain as it would appear at that time of day, season and orientation, which is achieved
via D3BM Displacement Mapping, followed by bump-mapping, rendering, and simulation parallax occlusion.
At this point, the aircraft system match the real-time image against landmarks in the training set to augment
navigation, and the navigation strategy is as follows:
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1. At the beginning of the GPS denial, the aircraft system match the real-time camera image against all
available landmarks in the terrain region. When a match is found, a PVA solution can be generated for
the aircraft system.
2. Once the aircraft system locate itself with high confidence, it firstly approximate its future match loca-
tion based on flight speed and direction, and decide which landmarks will be the most relevant, and then
pre-fetch these relevant landmarks for further match. Here, we employ the Point-Region (PR) Quadtree
to organize landmarks with landmark center as elements of Quadtree, as PR quadtree supports fast neigh-
borhood search. For example, suppose the latest matched landmark is located at A. Now the aircraft
is heading to northeast, and the future match position is approximated to be within circle B based on
the anticipated flight paths. That is to say, at this time the aircraft system only need to pre-fetch those
relevant landmarks in the nearby area, denoted as C, for future navigation. The size of the nearby area C
is determined by field of view of the camera mounted at the aircraft.
Once GPS signal is lost, the aircraft system run the minutiae-based matching algorithm to augment navigation
at a constant frequency during flight. We use two thresholds T1 = 60 and T2 = 45 to differentiate perfect match,
good match and no match. The reason to choose 60 and 45 is that, from Fig.12(b), we see that 45 correspondences
implies that the overlap ratio between the real-time and template images is at least 0.65; and when there are
60 correspondences, the overlap ratio of input image pars is higher than 0.75. When employing our proposed
matching algorithm for augmenting navigation, there are two factors affecting the navigation performances:
number of landmarks and the size of field of camera view. In the following we consider the following two
scenarios to show how the navigation augmentation method works.
1. Change the number of landmarks while keeping the size of view of camera field constant: number of
landmarks varies from 15 to 35;
2. Change field of view via changing camera lens while keeping the number of landmarks constant: three field
of view is given.
We give one specific example to illustrate the effect of number of landmarks, and field of view of the monocular
camera, on navigation performance. We assume the aircraft system take the collection of “random” paths in
Fig. 14(b) and fly over the terrain area in Fig. 14(a) which also shows how the number of landmarks affect the
navigation performance: the more landmarks, the better navigation performance but with more storage space.
Then we keep the number of landmarks constant (we only consider 25 landmarks, actually similar results can
be obtained with 15, 20 and 30 landmarks), and increase the field of view by factor of 1.5 and 2 respectively
(We assume only one complete landmark could fall in the original field of view). Figure. 16 shows that with
larger field of view, we could obtain better navigation performance as the landmarks relatively far away from
the flight path could fall in the field of view with high probability, and thus increase the chance of finding a
match during flight. Another discovery is that due to the unevenly distribution of “good” landmarks in some
terrain region, increasing the number of landmarks alone could not help to improve the navigation performance,
but when combined with increasing field of view, a better navigation performance could be achieved with higher
probability.
4. CONCLUSION
We have presented a novel approach to use bathymetry terrain features read by a monocular camera from the
air, such as mountain drainage patterns for GPS-Denied navigation of small unmanned aerial systems operating
in mountain areas. We make no assumption of human-made geographic objects. We make no assumption of
human involvement during any stage of system operation. Our system uses passive monocular imagery obtained
in real-time from aircraft imager, and GRRR data loaded on-board aircraft computer prior to mission. We
assume the aircraft computer is equipped with a simple GPU due to very large blocks of data involved. In our
experiments, we have used an NVIDIA Quadro FX 5500 unit based on what resources were made available to us,
and this particular GPU proved more powerful than was needed (yielding 170 frames per second while that of 30
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(a) 15 landmarks (b) 20 landmarks
(c) 25 landmarks (d) 30 landmarks
Figure 15: Flight navigation with varying number of landmarks (green for perfect match, blue for good match, and red for non-match)
(a) landmarks for navigation (b) original field of camera view
(c) 1.5 ∗ original field of view (d) 2.0 ∗ original field of view
Figure 16: Flight navigation with 25 landmarks and varying field of view (green for perfect match,blue for good match, and red for
non-match)
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was adequate). We have shown that the analogy between mountain drainage patterns and human fingerprints
allows the use of GRRR data, after processing by a GPU unit, to find geo-referenced landmarks and use the to
improve the PVA solution of the aircraft. Once a successful match is made, with a known lens model a final
PVA solution can be obtained from the extrinsic matrix of the camera used [11]
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